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THE EXACT EICHLER COHOMOLOGY SEQUENCE

OF EXTENDED KLEINIAN GROUP

By SANG MOON KIM:.;

Introduction

There are many authors who have studied the cohomology of Kleinian groups intro
duced by Eichler [7J, and they have obtained many important results which show the
structure of discontinuous Kleinian groups.

In this paper we study the Eichler cohomology of extended groups. Following the
method of Kra [10J and [l1J, we derive an exact cohomology sequence which coincides
with the cohomology sequence for Kleinian groups obtained by Kra in the above papers.

In this paper E denotes a non-elementary extended group, and G is the maximal
Kleinian group contained in E. E acts on the extended complex plane, let A be the set
of it's limit points and let D be the complement of A then it is called as the region of
discontinuity of E.

.:l denotes the Poincare metric defined on each compnent of D with constant curvature
-4.

If X is an open subset of the extended complex plane, and if f is ananalytic or anti
analytic (f is analytic), then for each function h on f(x), define

(f*r,sh)(z)=h(f(z»f'(z)T(z)S. for analyticf,

(f* r,sh) (z) =h(f(z»f' (z) rf' (z) s for antianalytic f.

In the above f' denotes ~L+~L. We abbreviate fr,o* by fr*.oz oz
A measurable automorphic form of weight ( -2q) is a measurable function on D that

satisfies Aq*f=f for every A in E.
For each p with lSPS 00, the measurable automorphic forms with

Ilfllq,oo=sup.:l(z)-qlf(z) 1<00 for p=oo
.ED

(or IlfIIPp,q,D/E= ffM:y-qplf(z) IP Idzl\dz I<00

for P-=l=-oo) form a Banach space LqOO(D, E) (or L/(D, E» of bounded forms (or p-i"n
tegrable forms). A holomorphic form is a holomorphic measurable automorphic form
which satisfies lim f(z)=O(lz!-2q) if ooED.

• _00

For P21, lthe holomorphic forms in Ll(D, E) form a closed subspace, denoted by
Al(D,E).

If gELqOO(D, E) then .:l2-2qg is calledas a generalized Beltrami coefficient. A contjnuous:
function F on complexplane will be called a portential for the Beltrami coefficient if it
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Let D2q- 2 be the vector space of complex polynomials degree at most 2q-2.
Put PA=A*I-qP for allPED2q_2 and AEE. This defines an action of the group on

the vector space n2q-2. A mapping

X:E->D2q-2 is a cocycle if

X(AB) =X(A)B+X(A), for all A and B in E.

If pED2q-2> its coboundary is the cocycle

X(A)=PA-P, AEE.

The space of cocyc1es factored by the space of coboundaries is called as the first cohom
ology group and denote it by HI (E, D2q-2).

If the Riemann surface DIG contains an open set N homeomorphic to L1= {z: O<lzl
<I}, and if there is no point x on DIG which may corresponds to zero of the complex
unit disk in extending the above homeomorphism, then the hole of DIG is called a
puncture. If the puncture comes from a fixed point of parabolic transformations, then
we call it a parabolic puncture.

Let A be a parabolic element in E, then considering the conjugate group of E, we
may consider A as a generator of all parabolic elements fixing (Xl, further we may
assume A(z) =z+1. Then we can choose a fundamental domain F, so that F contains

V= {z: Izl>a, O~Im(z»I, for some a>O}.

The above V is called as a cusped region.
Let M be a subset of D, for two functions g and h defined on M, set

if M coincides with D, then delete the symbol D in the above. For other undefined
terms refer Kra [12J, Kim [8J and Kim [9].

2. Results.

Now on, D denotes an invariant (equivalent to A(D) =D for all A in E) union of
open subsets of the region of discontinuity of E. Let G be the maximal Kleinian group
contained in E. We need the following lemma proved by Kra in [l1J

LEMMA 1. There is a smooth function 1/ on D which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) O::::;1JsI,
(2) fer each zED, there is a neighborhecd U of z and a finite subut J of G such that

1)B(U) =0 for each BEG-J,
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(3) L:1j(B(z)) = 1, zED, and
BEG

(4) If Y is a fundamental domain for G in D, then for each puncture p on DIG, we
may choose a cusped region VcY belonging to p, such that 1}B(V) =0 for each B
EG - {I, A}, where A is the parabolic transformation corresponding to p.

Consider the cohomology group of E, E acting on the vector space of complex poly
nomials degree at most 2q - 2.

Let p be a cocycle that represents a cohomology class of Jil(E, D2q-2), q22. Fix a
fundamental domainXU VeX) of G where X is a fundamental domain of E and UEE
is an antianalytic element. Let K be a smooth function which satisfies the following
conditions:

(5) peA) =A*I-qK-K on D, AEE,

(6) If t is a fixed point of a parabolic element of E which corresponds to a puncture
on DIE and t is contained in the closure of XU U(X) then

K(z) =O( I z 12q - 2+,), z-+t (if t= 00),

and

K(z)=O(lz-tl-'), z-+t (if t"'r oo ),

in a cusped region (contained in XU U(X)) belonging to t,

(7) k(z) =oKlc);2, zED, then k is a generalized Beltrami coefficient for E.
If 0:=1, we shall say that K represents p quasi-boundedly on D; and if 0:=0, we shall

say that K represents p boundedlyon D.
A cohomology class of RI (E, D2q-2) is called parabolic if for everry parabolic trans

formation A E G coresponding to a puncture on DIG, there is a polynomial PED2q-2
such that

X(A) =PA-P for all AEE,

for a cocycle X that represents the cohomology class. The space of all parabolic cohom
ology classes is denoted PRI(E, D2q-2).

LEMMA 2. Let E be an extended group such that DIE is of finite type. If p is a
cocycle tha trepresents a cohomology class of RI(E, D2q-2) , q~2, then there exsists a
smooth function K on D that represents p quasi-boundedly on D. If P represents a coho
mology class of PRDI(E, D2q-2) then K may be chosen to represent p boundedly on D.

Proof. Let 1} be a function which satisfies all of the conditions of the Lemma 1, for

G. Let G be the maximal Kleinian group contained in E. Then ~ 1} is a smooth func

tion on D and it satisfies (1), (2) and (3) for E. Set

(8) K(z) = - L: 211j(A(z))(P(A)) (z), ZED.
AEE
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Then by a simple calculation we have

(9) (A*l-qK) (z)-K(z)=(P(A»(z) for all AEE.

By Kra [12J, we can choose XU U(X) to be a finite union of relatively compact subsets.
of D and a finite number of cusped regions belonging to the punctures on DjE. If DjE
is compact then we can choose XU U(X) compact, hence K defined by (8) represents
p boundedly on D. If the group E is finitely generated, then it is known that the
surface DjE has only a finite number of punctures. Assume DjE has only one punc
ture. It is sufficient to assume ex> is the fixed point corresponding to the puncture in
XU U(X); the corresponding parabolic element is A(z) =z+ 1,

(IO) Ve= {zEC:O::;; Real z<l, Im(z»e}.

By Kra [l1J, there is a polynomial V of degree ::; 2q-1, such that

(p(A» (z) = V(z+ 1) - V(z), zEC.

Letf(A)=p(A)-(A*l-q V-V), AEE, and H(z)=- I: 21 1](A(z» «((A»(z). Then
AEG

by Kra [11], we have

H(z) IUe-O.

Let K(z) = - I: 21 1](A(z» (((A» (z)
AEE

= - I: 1](A(z» (I(A» (z) - I: 21 1](A(z» «((A» (z)
AEG AEGB

=H(z)+H(B(z»B'(Z)l-q- ~ (f(B(z».

where B is anarbitrary anti-analytic element in E. If ex> corresponds to a puncture
contained in the boundary of DjE then by (2.6) there is an anti-analytic element B in
E which maps Ue into Ue• For the B we have

H(B) (z» IUe--O and K(z) IUe= - ~ «((B» (z).

We proved that K(z) IUe is a polynomial of degree at most 2q-2.
Now if ex> corresponds to a puncture which is not contained in the boundary of DjE

then we do not know the value H(B(z», hence we use the other construction. Let 1]

be a smooth function which satisfies (1), (2) and (3) for the group E. We further
require that satisfy (4) for the puncture corresponding to ex> and for the group E. 1]
can be constructed by repeating the process of constructing such a function for a Klei-

nian group. Now repeat the construction of H(z)with E and instead of G and ~ 1], and

denote this function by K(z). Then we have
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K(z) IU.-O,

and K +v represents P quasi-boundedly on D in both cases. If P is parabolic then we·
can choose v in D2P- 2 ; and K+v represents p boundedly on D. If there is more than
one puncture, then we can construct K by induction, following Kra [11].

We shall say that the surface DIG (or DIE) is of finite type if (a) DIG consists of
finitely may disconnected surfaces, (b) the projection D-+DIG is ramified over a finite
number of points and (c) for each connected component U of DIG, there exist a com
pact surface S such that S - U consists of finite number of points.

It is known that E is finitely generated then DIG and hence DIE is of finite type.
The following lemma is proved by Kra for Kleinian groups, but it naturally extends

to extended Kleinian groups.

LEMMA 3. Let E be a (non-elementary) extended group and D be an invariant union
of components of its region of discontinuity such that DIE is of finite type. Then there
is a canonical real-linear maPPing

Proof. The proof is a natural exension of the proof of Kleinian case, hence we sho
w only how /(ra's map f3 is constructed.

Let p be a cocycle representing a cohomology class in Hl(E, D2q-2). Choose a smooth
function K which represents p quasi-boundedly on D.
Let

oK
(k(z)=~, zED

and

leg) =1S g(z)k(z)dzl\dz, gEA/(D, E).
D/G

Then 1 Is a bounded real linear imaginary valued functional on A q
1 (D, E); by [8J, we·

identify 1 with an element h of Aq'"' (D, E), define

f3(p) =h.

A holomorphic function F on D is called a holomorphic Eichler integral of order (1
-q) on D for the group E if

(11) P(A)=A*I_qF-FED2q_2,all AEE

where q is an integer 2:2. An Echler integral F is called bounded if

f=D2q-IFEAq'"'(D, G).

The space of bounded Eichler integrals (modulo D2q-2) is denoted by Ebl_q(D, E). An
Eichler integral F is called quasi-bounded if f=D2q-IF projects to a meromorphic q_.
differential (fJ that can be extended to DIE with
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orderplP~ -q.

'The space of quasi-bounded Eichler integrals (modulo 02q-2) is denoted by Eel_q(D, E).
The following theorem is also a natural extension of the corresponding theorem of the

Kleinian case.

THEOREM 4. 4. LetE be a (non-elementary) extended group and D be an invariant
union ofcomponents of its region of discontinuity such that DjE is of finite type. Then
there exists an injective real linear maPPing

.such that
aU) EPHDl(E, 02q-2) if and only if fEEhl_q(D, E).
We describe only how the map a is defined. Let fEEbl_q(D, E) and let F be a re

presentative of f, then (11) defines a cocycle a(f) whose cohomology class depends
-only on f.

THEOREM 4.5. Let D, E and DjE be as in the above theorem.
Then the following is a commutative diagram wilh exact rows;

·(12)

F(z)

'where ir, i2 and i3 are inclusion maps.

Proof. Everything is proved except that image

a=kernel {3

It is clear that image a is contained in the kernel of {3.
Let p be a cocycle that represents a (parabolic) cohomology class of H l (E,02q_2). Cho
-ase a smooth function K that represents p (boundedly) quasi-boundedly on D. Let

oK
k(z)=~, zED.

:Suppose {3 (p) = 0; that is

leg) =JJ g(z)k(z)dzl\dz=O for all gEA\(D, E).
DIG

Let F be the potential of k defined by

(Z-al) ... (Z- a2q-l) JJ A(t)2-2qk(t)dtl\di
2Ui D (t-z) (t-al) ···(t-a2q-l) ,

where {ar, a2, ···a2q-l} are 2q-1 different points contained in the limit set of E. Let
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h' (t) =_.1 __(Z-alL(£::-a22..~~.:{z-azq-1LtED
2it (t-z) (t-al)···(t-a2q-l), .

Then we havethe following identity, see Kim [l1J, (or one can prove ti by simple cal
culation),

Here ()qh' = "E,A*qh' (Poincare operator).
AEE

Since €Jqh'EAql(D, E), by (12) and by the above identity we have

F(z)-F(z)=O for all zEA- fah "'a2q-l}'

That is F(z) is real for all zEA- fah ···a2q-Il.
Let c=x+iy then

cF-cF(z) = (€Jqch', k)q,D/C=O.

Hence yF(z) = -yF(z) and we have F(z) =0 on A. We conclude that

of/oz=k and A*l_qF-F=O.

Then K-F is holomorphic on D, K-FEE<l_q(D, E), and K-FEEb1_q(D, E) if P is
parabolic. By construction, we have a(K- F) = P and it shows that kernel of f3 is con
tained in the image of a.
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